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Hello Team,

I wanted to send you a message to provide you some insights to how we are responding to these chaotic times.

As fears grow about the impact of the covid-19 virus, financial markets have, indeed, slumped. No one will know the true economic impact for some time because official statistics are published with a lag - the first estimate of GDP growth in the current quarter, for instance, will not appear until April 29th. No matter what the estimate may be, we know that we need to act now.

So what will Conversica do to respond to this crisis in a way that I trust, in hindsight, will prove to have been near-flawless? It comes down to three basic pillars:

Employee Safety First 
Help Protect Our Customers Second 
Do the right thing for Conversica Third 

Employee Safety First

Covid-19 is real, and impacting our employees at all site locations at various degrees of severity. As such, we will continue to monitor the situation and, for now, require you to work from home until further notice.   

Like you, I’m at home. And it’s interesting sharing an “office” and two “classrooms” (with my two sons holding virtual classes in their bedrooms.) It's challenging but we are managing.

The leadership team acknowledges that working remotely and balancing your work with family responsibilities can add more complexity for you to work effectively.  That being said, please communicate with your manager frequently to ensure work is being prioritized and balanced accordingly. We encourage frequent team meetings and continuous virtual contact with your manager and colleagues during this difficult time (I love Friday virtual happy hours!!!). 

As Covid-19 continues to spread, we need to do our part to “flatten the curve” - help reduce the number of people who contract the virus.  So team, it’s important that we all take this seriously. I also want to ensure that all of you are feeling safe and know we support you through this.  

If you feel that we should be doing anything differently, please help by making suggestions in TinyPulse. We’ll take those suggestions to our executive team and HR steering committee gatherings and work to act as fast as we can.

Help Protect Our Customers Second

This is also a scary time for our clients, of course. I’ve been talking to several CEO peers recently on how they are supporting their customers - they are taking actions like reduced rates, or free months off. 

What can Conversica do to help our customers?

Creating Covid-19 Conversations: We are working to make new Conversations and Answers available to customers in response to the Covid-19. For example, a store can say what they are doing to keep their customers safe in response to a question about the precautions they are taking. 

Free Services: New IVAs and New Skills 
New IVAs: We are proactively offering all transport customers who use sales or service but not both the ability to add the other for free until 6/15/20 or their renewal whichever comes first. The CSM team is leading the charge on this. 
New Skills: We are proactively offering all non-transport customers the ability to use all skills, have unlimited leads/contacts and to add a Customer Success IVA for free until 6/15/20 or their renewal whichever comes first. Again, CSMs are leading the charge on this. 

Performance-Based Pricing: We are offering select clients the ability to pay us on a performance basis for value delivered (aka $/hot lead or $/RO). This can be a complex offering, but we think this will be important during this time - it will reduce our customer’s spend to coincide directly with the value they are receiving. This is being offered on a case-by-case basis, authorized by Brian Kaminski. 

Pause & Extend: Ability to pause for up to 90 days and adding those 90 days to the end of the contract. The benefit of this is that customers don’t need to re-engage us later under the new pricing and/or contract terms. Again, these are offered on a case-by-case basis, authorized by Brian. 

This gives you a sense of how the team is leaning in and offering extra service to customers to help them during this time. It’s the right thing to do.

Do the right thing for Conversica Third

There will be long-term impacts from this crisis - no doubt. Experts are still mixed on whether we see a quick recovery, a global slowdown, or a pandemic-driven recession. My simple guidance for our leadership team, and all of us as a team, is that we need to plan for all scenarios, proactively.

I’ve led companies through 9/11, and the Great Recession of 2008. I realize that Covid-19 is very different, but based on the past, it’s all about planning for the various scenarios. 

We are creating an AMAZING culture at Conversica. That being said, I acknowledge that our culture won’t have the experience on this new battlefield. 

Ok, so how are we responding? Doing the right thing for Conversica has translated into a number of activities by the leadership team including:

Freezing hiring, effectively immediately: As hard as this is, it will allow us time to properly plan and have more flexibility in the future. 
Protecting our investment in our existing staff: I know that everyone wants to understand this. Other than freezing hiring, we do not plan on deviating from our original 2020 approved BOD plan for our staff headcount. That being said, I still need us to “hunker down” on expenses.  
Reducing expenses: This means that discretionary spending will be scrutinized by our Finance team. Please support us on this. It’s important that we steward our funds.  
Negotiating with our vendors: to better understand what opportunities we have to optimize. 
Continuing with our Performance Reviews, Merit Increases, and Bonuses: Even though we need to conserve cash, that does not mean we change our plan to recognize and reward our staff for everything they do. This activity will conclude as planned. 

As we analyze our scenarios and adjust our original 2020 plan, there are key indicators that the team needs to monitor carefully:

Existing SMB customers: will they want to leverage Conversica during these hard times vs. halting their services - this is a key indicator of how this crisis is affecting our base. 
Existing MM/ENT customers:  have their expansion plans changed? Are they hunkering down on all services or are they looking to Conversica as their best method to help them weather this storm? 
Prospect SMB customers: is there a prolonged sales cycle for the Sales AI Assistant? What is the interest for Customer Success / Service AI Assistants? 
Prospect MM/ENT customers: are sales cycles going to extend due to the crisis? 
Partners: How will our partners respond to increased churn and flattened expansion? 

Product Management is also monitoring day-by-day activity levels. Our most recent week over week activity shows that leads initiated and messages sent have not been affected, but hot leads have dropped by ~20%.  This means that our IVAs are sifting through the same amount of activity, but with fewer needles of opportunity in the haystack. This supports an even stronger need for Conversica - you have as many digital inquiries, but it will be harder to find the real buyers.

Another positive indicator is our recent discussions with ServiceNow, Oracle and other MM/Enterprise customers. They are excited to use Conversica during these insane times. Lastly, as of today, CISCO signed on as a new customer. I’m sure we are one of view, if any, vendors who can celebrate that during this time.

Team, I’m proud to be leading a company that can truly help struggling businesses around the world. Having spoken to over 10 CEO peers in the past 48 hours, we are the only company in the group who can actually make a difference. I hope you agree - this is powerful.

I really appreciate each and every one of you. 

Best, Jim
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CEO, Conversica
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